The information contained in this publication is intended as a general
overview and does not carry the force of legal opinion.

T

he purpose of this booklet is to give Commerce
employees a general overview of the policies and
laws related to sexual orientation discrimination in the
Commerce workplace and an introduction to the available
avenues of redress. The booklet also provides information
about other matters related to sexual orientation that may be
of interest to Commerce employees in general and to those
who are lesbian, gay, or bisexual in particular.
Sexual orientation discrimination against Commerce
employees and applicants for employment is prohibited by
Federal Government and Department of Commerce policies.
It is also a prohibited personnel practice under the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978 — the law that established the basic merit
system principles governing federal personnel management.
The avenues of redress for sexual orientation discrimination can
be confusing because of the overlapping authority of different
Commerce offices and federal agencies and different appeal
routes and time limitations. This booklet is a resource to help
employees choose the best recourse for their situation by
providing general information about the various avenues of
redress and contacts for more information.
Dissemination of information on procedural remedies
and policy is of great importance to employees who may
feel victimized by discrimination. But of primary importance is
creating an atmosphere of fairness. Employees should be secure
in the knowledge that the federal agency for which they work
will not treat them differently or less favorably on account of
sexual orientation or any other consideration unrelated to merit.
The Department is committed to creating a work environment
in which employees can feel assured that they will receive
fair treatment.
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION
In General
What is employment discrimination based on sexual
orientation?
Employment discrimination based on sexual orientation is
treating employees or applicants for employment differently
from similarly-situated coworkers or applicants because of:
■

■

■

their sexual orientation or perceived sexual orientation;
their relationship with an individual(s) of a particular sexual
orientation; or
their affiliation with a group that is associated with sexual
orientation issues or whose membership is composed mainly
of people of a particular sexual orientation(s), including an
employee organization.

Federal Government Policy
What is the Federal Government’s policy on sexual
orientation discrimination in federal employment?
It is the policy of the Federal Government to provide equal
opportunity to all of its employees. Discrimination based upon
sexual orientation is at odds with the merit system, which is the
pillar of effective and honest government. As the Nation’s largest
employer, the Federal Government sets an example for other
employers that employment discrimination based upon sexual
orientation is not acceptable.
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Executive Order 13087, issued on May 28, 1998, amended
Executive Order 11478, Equal Employment Oppor tunity in
the FFederal
ederal Gover
nment
Government
nment, to include sexual orientation as a
prohibited basis of discrimination. This reaffirmed the Executive
Branch’s longstanding internal policy that prohibits discrimination
based upon sexual orientation within Executive Branch civilian
employment. The Order is also in accord with the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) interpretation of the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978, a federal law that prohibits discrimination
in certain employment decisions when the decisions are based
upon conduct that does not adversely affect employee
performance.
Executive Order 11478, as amended, reads, in part, as
follows:
It is the policy of the Government of the United States
to provide equal opportunity in federal employment
for all persons, to prohibit discrimination in employment
because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
handicap, age, sexual orientation, or status as a parent,
and to promote the full realization of equal employment
opportunity through a continuing affirmative program
in each executive department and agency. This policy
of equal employment opportunity applies to and must
be an integral part of every aspect of personnel policy
and practice in the employment, development,
advancement, and treatment of civilian employees of
the Federal Government, to the extent permitted by
law.
E.O
.R
ugust 8, 1969)
E.O.. 11478, 34 FF.R
.R.. 12985 (A
(August
1969).
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Department of Commerce Policy
What is the Department’s policy on sexual orientation
discrimination?
Employment discrimination based on sexual orientation
violates the Department of Commerce’s nondiscrimination
policy and it will not be tolerated. Retaliation for raising
concerns of sexual orientation discrimination is also prohibited.
This policy has been set forth in Department Administrative
Order (DAO) 215-11.
Does the Department’s nondiscrimination policy grant
special rights to employees and applicants who are
gay, lesbian, or bisexual?
No. Department policy prohibits discrimination based on
sexual orientation against all employees and applicants. It also
forbids discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, age, disability, marital status, political affiliation, or status as
a parent. Equal employment opportunity for every employee
and applicant is the goal of this policy.
In practice, what does the Department’s nondiscrimination
policy mean?
The nondiscrimination policy simply means that:
■

■

■

■

sexual orientation cannot be used as a basis for employment
decisions;
all employees must be treated equally without regard to
sexual orientation;
supervisors must ensure that their employees have a work
environment that is free of harassment based on their sexual
orientation. This includes jokes, comments, cartoons, or any
derogatory behavior based on sexual orientation; and
employees cannot be retaliated against because they raise
concerns about sexual orientation discrimination.
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What types of employment issues does the policy cover?
The nondiscrimination policy applies to all aspects of
employment including hiring, promotion, termination and all
other terms and conditions of employment. It also prohibits
hostile environment harassment based on sexual orientation
or in retaliation for raising concerns about sexual orientation
discrimination. Hostile environment harassment occurs when
actions taken because of an employee’s sexual orientation
(a) are intended to or do reasonably interfere with the
employee’s work performance or (b) create an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive work environment.

The Law
What is the law regarding sexual orientation discrimination
in federal employment?
At present, there is no federal civil rights law that explicitly
prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation in federal or
private employment. While some state and local laws prohibit
employment discrimination based on sexual orientation, these
do not apply to federal employment even if your workplace
is located in a state or locality with such a law.
However, sexual orientation discrimination in federal
employment is a violation of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.
This law describes prohibited personnel practices. One of them,
contained in 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(10), prohibits any employee
who has authority to take, direct others to take, recommend, or
approve any personnel action from discriminating for or against
any employee or applicant for employment on the basis of
conduct that does not adversely affect the performance of the
employee or applicant or the performance of others. OPM has
interpreted this statute to prohibit discrimination based upon
sexual orientation.
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Managers’ Responsibilities
What are the responsibilities of managers and supervisors
with respect to sexual orientation discrimination?
Managers and supervisors must provide a work environment
that is free from discrimination based on sexual orientation in
accordance with Executive Order 11478, as amended. Managers
and supervisors should encourage employees to report to
any management official, normally their immediate supervisor,
instances of discrimination.
When a manager or supervisor is aware of discrimination
concerns, they should consult with their EEO Officer or agency
legal counsel to ensure that appropriate steps are taken.
The first step is to conduct a thorough investigation into the
allegations of discrimination. All reports of incidents of sexual
orientation discrimination should be taken seriously and
addressed. In some circumstances, this may involve taking
corrective steps or disciplining those who discriminate,
as appropriate.
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AVENUES

OF

REDRESS

In General
Employees and applicants for employment who believe
they have been discriminated against based on sexual orientation
may seek redress under several procedures including:
■

The DOC Sexual Orientation Discrimination Complaint Process

■

The Merit Systems Protection Board Appeal Process

■

The Office of Special Counsel Complaint Process

■

A Negotiated Grievance Procedure

Employees and applicants may not seek relief from the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission or file a discrimination
complaint under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, because that law does not prohibit discrimination
based upon sexual orientation.
The following sections provide basic information about
available procedures and the circumstances under which each
can be used. Most of these procedures require you to raise the
allegations within a specific time frame from the date that you
experienced discrimination or became aware of a discriminatory
act. Under some circumstances, more than one procedure may
be available, and the choice of one procedure may preclude
the use of others. This booklet gives a general overview of each
process and contact information. You are encouraged to obtain
additional information about each course of action you are
considering before making a choice.
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The information provided here is not intended as a substitute
for legal advice. Although much information is available to you
from the Department and the other agencies mentioned in
this booklet, you may also wish to consult with an attorney
experienced in federal employment issues, or, where applicable,
a knowledgeable union officer.

DOC Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process
The Department’s Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process was established by Department Administrative
Order (DAO) 215-11. It is modeled on the Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Complaint Process, as well as sexual
orientation discrimination complaint processes available at
other federal agencies.
Like the EEO Complaint Process, the Sexual Orientation
Discrimination Process has three parts:
■

a pre-complaint process (also called the informal complaint
process);

■

a formal complaint process; and

■

an appeal process.

There are some important differences between the EEO
Complaint Process and the Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), an independent federal agency, is charged
with enforcing Title VII and the other laws under which EEO
complaints are brought. The EEOC conducts hearings in EEO
complaints and hears appeals of the Department’s Final Orders
on EEO complaints. Because the EEOC has no jurisdiction over
sexual orientation discrimination complaints, there is no right to
a hearing and no avenue of appeal outside the Department.
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Who can use the Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process?
The Sexual Orientation Discrimination Complaint Process
may be used by all Department of Commerce employees
and applicants for employment, except the following:
■

■

those who are temporary employees in the Bureau of
the Census Decennial Program or are applying for such
employment; and
employees covered by collective bargaining agreements
which do not specifically exclude sexual orientation
discrimination or related retaliation from their negotiated
grievance procedures.

How does the informal complaint process work?
You must raise issues in the informal complaint process
before filing a formal sexual orientation discrimination complaint.
You must initiate an informal complaint within 45 calendar days
of the action you believe to be discriminatory, the effective
date of the alleged discriminatory action, or the date that you
learned or should have suspected that the agency action may
be discriminatory.
Counseling for sexual orientation claims is done by EEO
Counselors and works the same way as EEO counseling for
Title VII claims. Counselors help to define the issues raised in the
complaint and try to facilitate an agreement to resolve the issues.
They also provide basic information about the sexual orientation
discrimination process and other procedures you can use to
raise your claim. The Counselor is neutral and does not represent
or support your position or management’s position. You may
remain anonymous during EEO Counseling. However, remaining
anonymous may make it difficult for the Counselor to facilitate a
resolution of your concerns. Counseling is generally completed
within 30 calendar days.
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Is Mediation available in the Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process?
Mediation, an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) process,
is available in most cases in both the informal and formal stages
of the sexual orientation discrimination complaint process.
Mediation is an informal process in which the employee and
management officials meet with a neutral third party, called a
mediator. In a meeting or series of meetings, the mediator brings
the parties together to reach a mutually acceptable resolution
of the dispute. The mediator makes no decisions, but helps
the parties agree on a resolution by finding points of general
agreement and suggesting various ways that the goals of each
party can be met. Mediators are trained to help people carefully
consider their goals, interests, and options. When mediation is
successful, the parties draft the terms of a mutually acceptable
settlement agreement. If your case is appropriate (see When
is Mediation Inappropriate? in the DOC EEO Mediation
Guide
Guide), you have the option of electing ADR, through mediation,
during your complaint. To request mediation after you have
filed your formal complaint or to request information about the
mediation process, contact the Department’s EEO ADR Manager.
Mediation can reduce the time and cost involved in resolving
disputes. All mediation discussions are confidential and no record
is kept of the discussions.
How can I begin the informal complaint process?
Contact the EEO Officer serving your bureau and ask to be
assigned to an EEO Counselor. A list of EEO Officers can be found
on OCR’s web site at www.osec.doc.gov/ocr/eeoofficers.html.
• The EEO Counselor will explain the sexual orientation
discrimination complaint process, including the employee’s
rights and responsibilities. He/she will also provide you with
a copy of the DOC EEO Mediation Guide
Guide.
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■

■

■

If the issues can also be raised in another forum, the EEO
Counselor will advise you if there is a need to elect one
forum and of the time limits for filing claims.
If the case is appropriate for mediation, the EEO Counselor
or
m,
will provide you with a Pre-Complaint Election FFor
orm
which will require you to indicate your decision to elect
mediation or counseling.
If the case is not appropriate for mediation, counseling
will begin.

How does the formal Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Complaint Process work?
If your claim is not resolved through counseling or mediation,
the counselor will give you notice of your right to file a formal
complaint and provide you with a complaint form. You must
file your complaint within 15 calendar days of receiving this
notice. Provided that you meet the procedural requirements for
filing a formal complaint — including initiating counseling and
filing your complaint in a timely manner — the Department will
investigate your claim.
An investigator will collect relevant documents and take
testimony from you, management officials, and other witnesses
with information about the issues you raise in your complaint.
Investigations are generally completed within 180 calendar days
of the date you file a complaint. When the investigation is
complete, a Report of Investigation (ROI) will be sent to you.
Within 60 calendar days of issuing the Report of Investigation,
the Director of OCR, will issue a Final Order, including findings on
the merits of each matter in the complaint. When discrimination is
found, appropriate remedies and relief will be ordered.
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What types of issues can be raised in the Sexual Orientation
Discrimination Complaint Process?
You may raise any issue related to your employment, including
discrimination in hiring, assignment, termination, and any other
terms and conditions of employment.
How can I appeal a Final Order in a Sexual Orientation
Discrimination Complaint?
If you disagree with the findings in your Final Order, you may
appeal to the Department’s Chief Financial Officer/Assistant
Secretary for Administration. When your Final Order is issued,
the Department will send you information about the procedure
for filing an appeal.
What recourse do I have if I believe I was subject to
discrimination based on both my sexual orientation and
another basis covered by the EEO complaint process?
If you believe the action you complain of was taken because
of sexual orientation and race, color, sex, national origin, religion,
age, or disability, an EEO Counselor can counsel you on both
claims. If your issues are not resolved in the informal complaint
process, you may choose to file complaints under both the EEO
complaint process and the sexual orientation discrimination
complaint process. You also have the option of raising one or
both claims in another applicable process.
For more information about the Sexual Orientation
Discrimination Complaint Process.
■

■

■

Contact your bureau EEO or civil rights office.
Call the Department’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR) at
(202) 482–4993 (Voice/ TTY).
See the OCR web site at http:// www.osec.doc.gov/ocr.
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The Merit Systems Protection Board
In General
What is the Merit Systems Protection Board?
The U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) is an
independent agency in the Executive branch of the Federal
Government. Its mission includes ensuring that executive branch
agencies make employment decisions in accordance with the
principles established by the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA).
Under the CSRA, it is a prohibited personnel practice to
take discriminatory action against an employee because of
sexual orientation or other matters that are not job-related.
A personnel action (such as appointment, promotion,
reassignment, suspension, etc.) may need to be involved
before there can be a prohibited personnel practice.
How can a claim of sexual orientation discrimination
be raised before the MSPB?
A claim of sexual orientation discrimination can be brought
before the MSPB in two ways: an MSPB appeal or an Office of
Special Counsel complaint.

MSPB Appeals
What is the MSPB Appeal Process?
The MSPB appeal process is a procedure that allows
specified personnel actions to be appealed directly to the
Board. In adjudicating appeals, the MSPB operates like a court.
The procedures that the MSPB follows are contained in Title 5,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1201.
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Who can appeal an agency action to the MSPB?
Employees and others (e.g., applicants for employment,
annuitants in retirement cases) who are entitled to appeal specific
actions vary depending on the laws and regulations covering
the specific action, the appointment authority and tenure of
the employee.
Generally, employees who may appeal agency actions to
the MSPB are:
■

■

employees in the competitive service who have completed
a probationary period; and
employees in the excepted service with at least two years
of continuous service (one year for veterans).

What actions may be appealed directly to the MSPB?
Most federal employees may appeal certain personnel
actions, including:
■

adverse actions:
• removals,
• suspensions of more than 14 days,
• reductions in grade or pay, and
• furloughs of 30 days or more;

■

performance-based removals or reductions in grade;

■

denials of within-grade increases;

■

certain reduction-in-force (RIF) actions;

■

denials of restoration to duty or reemployment rights;

■

removals from the Senior Executive Service (SES) or failure
to be recertified; and
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■

Office of Personnel Management determinations in employment
suitability and retirement matters.

If you wish to appeal an agency action, you should contact the
MSPB as soon as possible after the action was taken to determine
whether it is an action upon which the MSPB may rule.
Can an allegation of constructive discharge be raised
with the MSPB?
Yes. Constructive discharge, a type of removal, occurs
when an employee is forced to resign or retire due to working
conditions that would be intolerable to a reasonable person.
A resignation or retirement that results from harassment that is
severe or pervasive may be a constructive discharge.
How does the MSPB appeal process work?
First, the MSPB determines whether your appeal is timely and
falls within MSPB jurisdiction. If your appeal meets procedural
requirements, you have the right to choose between a hearing on
the merits of your case or a decision based on the written record.
An administrative judge in the MSPB regional or field office
issues a decision. Any party may file a petition for review by
the full Merit Systems Protection Board. The MSPB’s final decision
may be appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit.
Who has the burden of proof in appeal proceedings?
The employee who is seeking redress must prove that the
appeal falls within the Board’s jurisdiction and was timely filed.
If the Board finds that it has jurisdiction, the agency must prove
that it was justified in taking the contested personnel action.
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If the agency meets its burden of proof, the Board must
decide in favor of the agency, unless you prove one of the
following:
■

the agency decision was based on a prohibited personnel
practice such as sexual orientation discrimination;

■

there was “harmful error” in the agency’s procedures; or

■

the agency’s decision was not in accordance with the law.

How can I file a MSPB appeal?
You must file your appeal with the Board’s regional or field
office which has responsibility for the geographic area where
your duty station was located at the time the action was taken.
Appeal forms and instructions can be obtained from the MSPB
web site (www.mspb.gov), an MSPB office, or your servicing
employee relations representative.
What is the time limit for filing a MSPB appeal?
■

■

An appeal must be filed within 30 calendar days of the
effective date of the action, if any, or within 30 calendar days
after the date of receipt of the agency’s decision, whichever
is later. If the 30th day falls on a Saturday, Sunday or federal
holiday, the filing deadline is extended to the next working day.
If you and the agency mutually agree in writing to submit your
dispute to an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process, the
30-day filing time limit is automatically extended to 60 days.

If a party fails to timely file an appeal, it will be dismissed as
untimely unless a good reason for the delay is shown.
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Can I raise an allegation of discrimination based on sexual
orientation in a MSPB appeal and a grievance under a
negotiated grievance procedure?
No. An employee must choose between using the
negotiated grievance procedure or filing an appeal with the
Board. In addition, some negotiated grievance procedures
exclude matters of discrimination from their coverage.
How can I get more information about MSPB appeals?
You may contact the MSPB’s headquarters at
(202) 653–7200 or (800) 209– 8960. (TTY Users may use the
Federal Relay Service (1–800–877–8339) to place calls to
these numbers.) The instructions for filing a MSPB appeal
are available on the MSPB web site at www.mspb.gov.
The instructions are also found at 5 CFR 1200. You may also
contact your servicing human resources office for a copy
of the procedures.

U.S. Office of Special Counsel
What is the U.S. Office of Special Counsel?
The U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) is an independent
agency that investigates and prosecutes cases before the MSPB.
OSC’s mission is to protect employees, former employees,
and applicants for employment from prohibited personnel
practices and other activities prohibited by civil service law,
rule, or regulation.
Individuals may file complaints of prohibited personnel
practices, including sexual orientation discrimination, with
the OSC.
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How does the OSC complaint process work?
OSC has authority to decide which charges it will investigate
and prosecute before the MSPB.
If OSC decides to pursue a complaint, it conducts an
investigation. All federal employees are required to cooperate
fully with OSC investigators.
An employee may ask the Special Counsel to seek to
postpone or “stay” a proposed adverse personnel action
pending investigation. OSC may grant this request if it has
reasonable grounds to believe that the proposed action is
the result of a prohibited personnel practice.
Following investigation, OSC may recommend that an
agency take corrective action if there is reason to believe that
a prohibited personnel practice has occurred, exists, or is to
be taken. If the agency does not take the recommended action
after a reasonable period, OSC may ask the MSPB to order
corrective action.
If OSC decides to prosecute a case before the MSPB, the
case is heard by the MSPB’s Chief Administrative Law Judge,
who issues a recommended decision. The parties are given an
opportunity to file exceptions to the recommended decision,
and the MSPB then issues a final decision in the matter. The MSPB’s
decision may be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit.
If OSC decides not to prosecute, the employee may appeal
the agency’s action to the MSPB. An administrative law judge
will hold a hearing and issue a decision. That decision can be
appealed to the full Board and then to court as can any other
MSPB appeal.
The procedures for corrective action by the Special Counsel
are set forth in detail in 5 U.S.C. §1214. The procedures for
disciplinary actions resulting from OSC prosecution are contained
in 5 U.S.C. §1215.
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How can I file a complaint with OSC?
Complaints submitted to OSC must be in writing on an OSC
complaint form. You can obtain an OSC complaint form from
the OSC web site (www.osc.gov) or by contacting the OSC.
Complaints should be sent to:
Complaints Examining Unit
U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, N.W., Suite 201
Washington, D.C. 20036- 4505

What is the time limit for filing a complaint with OSC?
There is no time limit for filing a complaint. However, your
complaint can be addressed more effectively when concerned
parties are still in the workforce.

How can I get more information about OSC?
OSC has a web site at http:// www.osc.gov. You can also call
the OSC at:
Complaints Examining Unit
(202) 653–7188
(800) 872–9855
Public Infor mation
(202) 653–7984
TTY users may call these numbers via the Federal Relay Service
at (800) 877–8339.
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Negotiated Grievance Procedures
What is a Negotiated Grievance Procedure?
A negotiated grievance procedure (NGP) is a procedure
established in a contract between a union and employer that
provides a process for resolution of grievances by bargaining
unit employees.
Employees who are members of a certified bargaining
unit, that is, who are represented by a duly recognized labor
organization and covered by a collective bargaining agreement,
may file grievances in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 7121. The
definition of a grievance is contained in 5 U.S.C. § 7103(a)(9),
but generally employees may complain about most matters
relating to employment.
Can claims of sexual orientation discrimination be
raised in Negotiated Grievance Procedures?
This depends on the terms of the collective bargaining
agreement that covers the bargaining unit in which your position
is assigned. Unless specifically excluded from the negotiated
grievance procedures by the collective bargaining agreement, a
grievance may allege the commission of a prohibited personnel
practice, including one related to sexual orientation discrimination.
If you are covered by a collective bargaining agreement and
you think you have been the victim of sexual orientation
discrimination, you should check the collective bargaining
agreement’s negotiated grievance procedure to determine if you
can file a grievance or you must use another avenue of redress.
You may also wish to contact the union that represents you.
Can I use the Sexual Orientation Discrimination Complaint
Process if I am covered by a collective bargaining agreement?
Employees who are members of bargaining units may not use
the sexual orientation discrimination complaint process unless
20

their NGP specifically excludes sexual orientation discrimination
or related retaliation.
Can I use the MSPB Appeal Process or file an OSC
complaint and use the NGP?
In general, employees much choose one procedure in which
to file for redress. Since employees have a right to file a complaint
to the OSC, the negotiated grievance procedure cannot require
that employees must file a grievance instead; however, in no case
can the employee file both an OSC complaint and a grievance.
Whether or not the employee can file an MSPB appeal instead of
a grievance will depend on the terms of the NGP.
May I have my case heard by an arbitrator through the NGP?
As part of a negotiated grievance procedure, the union that
represents the employee may elect to place the dispute before
an arbitrator who is usually jointly selected by the union and
the agency as provided in the collective bargaining agreement.
Employees may not take a case to arbitration on their own.
In arbitration, both parties make a formal presentation of
their issues, evidence, and witness testimony. The arbitrator,
who is a neutral third party, renders a decision on the issues in
the grievance. Under current law, an arbitrator hearing a case
concerning an alleged prohibited personnel practice may:
(a) Stop any personnel action from taking place while
he or she is hearing the case if the arbitrator determines
that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a
prohibited personnel practice has been committed
or will be committed.
(b) Order the taking by an agency of certain disciplinary
action against the person committing the prohibited
personnel practice.
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How are arbitration decisions appealed?
The rules for appealing adverse arbitration decisions differ
depending upon the subject of the grievance. It is important
to become informed about the proper appeals route in any
particular circumstance.
How can I get more information?
Contact your union representative for information about your
NGP, including whether you may raise your claim in the NGP, and
the time limits that apply to you. For additional information about
the Federal Labor Relations Authority, see the FLRA web site at
www.flra.gov or call the agency at (202) 482–6560. TTY Users
may use the Federal Relay Service (1– 800–877– 8339) to place
a call to this number.
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OTHER ISSUES
Family Friendly Leave
What are Family Friendly Leave policies?
Eligible employees may use accrued sick leave for family
care purposes. Most full-time employees may use up to 13 days
of sick leave for general family care and bereavement purposes,
i.e, to:
■

■

provide care for a family member who is incapacitated due
to physical or mental illness, injury, pregnancy, or childbirth;
or who requires assistance to go to medical, optical, or dental
examinations or treatments or
make arrangements for and attend the funeral of a family
member.

This period may be extended to a total of 12 weeks of
accrued sick leave each year if the employee is caring for a family
member with a serious health condition
condition. However, to use
more than 40 hours, an employee must maintain a sick leave
balance of 80 hours at all times.
Why are Family Friendly Leave policies addressed
in a booklet about sexual orientation discrimination?
These Family Friendly Leave policies are of particular interest
to lesbian, gay, and bisexual employees because the definition
of a “family member” for purposes of family care sick leave
includes “any individual related by blood or affinity whose
close association with the employee is the equivalent of a
family relationship.”
For more information or for an explanation of how sick leave
policies apply to employees with part-time or uncommon tours
of duty, contact your servicing human resources office.
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How can I get more information about Family Friendly Leave?
Departmental policy on Family Friendly Leave may be found
on the Office of Human Resources Management’s website at
http://ohrm.doc.gov/ information/ handbook/ leave(toc).htm.
General information can be found on the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) website at www.opm.gov. If you need
additional information, you may contact your servicing human
resources office.

Employee Assistance Program
What services are provided by the Employee
Assistance Program?
Employees may obtain assistance to help them manage the
effects of discrimination, workplace stress or other mental health
concerns and personal problems from the Employee Assistance
Program (EAP). Available services include confidential counseling
and referrals to mental health service providers and support
groups.
EAP services are also available to immediate family members
including same-sex partners and children.
The EAP serving the Hoover Building, can be reached at
202–482–1569 (Voice). If you work at another location, contact
your servicing human resources office for the number of the EAP
serving your facility. TTY users may use the Federal Relay Service
to contact an EAP counselor (1–800–877–8339).
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RESOURCES
For Information on sexual orientation discrimination issues in
federal employment:
DOC Office of Civil Rights
(202) 482–4993
www.osec.doc.gov/ocr
DOC Bureau EEO and Civil Rights Offices
■

■

■

■

Bureau of the Census
(301) 457–2853
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(301) 713–0500
National Institute of Standards and Technologies
(301) 975–2038
Patent and Trademark Office
(703) 305–8292

Federal GLOBE (Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Transgender Employees
of the Federal Government)
www.fedglobe.org
E-mail: info@fedglobe.org
Commerce GLOBE
www.commerceglobe.org
E-mail: CommerceGLOBE@yahoo.com
For electronic copies of this and other OCR publications
publications,
see OCR’s web site at www.osec.doc.gov/ocr.
F or hard copies or alter
nate for
mats
alternate
formats
mats, contact OCR
at 202–482–4993 (V).
T TY Users may use the Federal Relay Service
(1–800–877–8339) to place calls.
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